Publications

Safe Spaces:

Understanding Neighbors: Art-Inspired Dialogue Bridges Diverse Viewpoints about Same-Sex Relationships

Compassionate Listening: An Exploratory Sourcebook about Conflict Transformation

ACG has produced position papers on:

- Summary of Healthcare Costs in Alaska forum
- Coastal Zone Management
- Constitutional Change
- Principles for Effective Citizen Participation in Public Decision-making in Alaska
- Health Care Principles
- Fiscal Policy
- Tourism Policy
- Constitutional Changes on the Ballot
- Y2K
- Alaska’s Changing Demographics
- Analysis of Constitutional Convention

Televised (state-wide)

- Inventing a Community Strategy B Fiscal Policy Part I (3/95) (video)
- Inventing a Community Strategy B Fiscal Policy Part II (6/95) (video)
- Seeking Common Ground B Fiscal Gap (4/96) (video)
- Reconciling Alaska’s Urban-Rural Split: What Can We Do? Part II (Education, Justice)
Publications from other sources

- IFA Screening Discussion Guide